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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an experimental study on the formation of a polymer flow instability seen in a range
of polystyrene melts flowing through contraction–expansion slit geometries. Seen for both monodis-
perse and polydisperse materials, it took the form of an oscillation in the principal stress difference
(PSD) and velocity field perpendicular to the bulk flow. The instability originated downstream of the
slit and overtime propagated back upstream such that both regions were unstable. For the monodis-
perse materials, flowrates were characterised using a theory for linear entangled polymers. This allowed
ulti-pass rheometer
olymer melts
olystyrene
iscoelastic instabilities

a comparison of the flow regime, with respect to both chain stretch and orientation, and the onset of
the instabilities. These are presented as stability maps for comparison with future numerical work. In all
cases, no single flowrate, Weissenberg number or critical pressure drop was seen which triggered the
instability. The variation of slit curvature and length was found to affect the onset of the flow instabil-
ity, but not its general form. For all materials, an increase in polydispersity and decrease in molecular
weight led to increased processability of the material, delaying the onset of the instability until higher
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. Introduction

Entangled polymer melts exhibit a variety of flow instabilities
uring processing which limit production rates within industrial
pplications. There are a number of reviews on viscoelastic insta-
ilities [1–6] and a recent review [6] highlighted three forms of
olymer instability observed in extrusion which occur at increas-

ng levels of flow deformation. These are the “Sharkskin” instability
7–11], the “stick-spurt instability” [12–14], and “upstream extru-
ion instabilities”, also termed “gross melt fracture” or “volume
nstabilities” [15–24].

It is important to link experimental work to theoretical under-
tanding and computational prediction as a step towards the
rediction and elimination of industrial process instabilities. The
se of materials with a highly controlled architecture is a first step
owards this goal, but little experimental work is found in the lit-

rature that focuses on instabilities in well defined monodisperse
ystems under tightly controlled flow conditions. Initial studies
f these systems identified the formation and general form of an
nstability in monodisperse polystyrene melts [25]. This work was
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erformed using “bright field” techniques and no information was
btained on the initial onset and development of the instability.
he work presented in this paper follows on from that initial study
nd uses optical birefringence to identify the onset point of the
nstability and its development within the flow.

Five monodisperse polystyrenes of molecular weights ranging
rom 110 to 523 kg mol−1 were used to experimentally identify the
nset of a flow instability in a rounded contraction–expansion (CE)
lit flow. The effect of molecular weight and temperature on the
orm and formation of the instability was evaluated and results
ere presented in relation to a theory for linear entangled polymers

26]. This allowed the molecular weight materials to be probed
t similar rouse or reptation times, evaluating the role played by
oth chain stretch and molecular orientation in the formation of
he observed instabilities. Different geometries were subsequently
sed to investigate the effect of slit length and entrance round-

ng on the form and formation of the observed instability for the
onodisperse materials.
In an effort to link these “academic materials” to more

ndustrially relevant cases, further work is then presented using

olydisperse materials reported previously to exhibit unstable flow
specifically [15,24]). This investigated the similarities between
rocess instabilities intrinsic to monodisperse and polydisperse
aterials and the effect played by polydispersity (PD) on the for-
ation of the instability.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03770257
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jnnfm
mailto:David.Hassell@nottingham.edu.my
mailto:mrm1@cheng.cam.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnnfm.2008.08.010
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Table 1
Table of monodisperse material molecular weights, and corresponding relaxation
times for the different temperatures used in the processing experiments.

Label Mw (g mol−1) Mn (g mol−1) Mw/Mn T (◦C) �d (s) �R (s)

DOW1568 118,300 105,000 1.128 140 21.2 4.15
DOW1569 207,900 181,400 1.146 164 4.28 0.38
DOW1570 304,800 260,800 1.169 165 14.5 0.63
DOW1570 304,800 260,800 1.169 170 8.26 0.36
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deformation experienced by the polymer, and is given by

T
T

L

P
P
P

OW1571 488,500 410,149 1.191 180 15.2 0.34
UR500k 523,000 458,770 1.14 170 51.8 1.05
UR500k 523,000 458,770 1.14 180 19.1 0.39

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Five monodisperse polystyrenes with a range of weight aver-
ged molecular weights (Mw) were used in this study, and the
roperties of these polymers are summarised in Table 1. They were
rovided by either DOW (labeled DOWXXXX) or Durham Univer-
ity (labeled DURXXXX). The orientation (�d) and chain stretch
�R) relaxation times for each polymer were fitted using a the-
ry for linear entangled polymers [26]. Temperature was used as
variable parameter in the subsequent experiments to process dif-

erent molecular weight materials with similar relaxation times for
ither orientation or chain stretch. In this way it was possible to
valuate whether one, both or neither relaxation time scale was
ritical in the onset of the flow instability over a range of molec-
lar weights. Given the expected sensitivity of material properties
nd molecular weight to the onset of flow instabilities, linear rhe-
logy was taken both before and after processing experiments; for
ll monodisperse materials no change was observed between the
re- and post-processed material.

The three polydisperse polystyrenes used have either similar
w or polydispersity, and the properties of these polymers are

ummarised in Table 2. From the values of Mn, Mw, Mz and Mp

t can be seen that both PS648 Styron and PS2 158k have similar
olecular weight distributions, with those for PS648 Styron being
40 kg mol−1 higher. For the PS4040930, Mp is greater than Mw and
z is almost double Mw, illustrating the presence of both a large

umber of lower and higher molecular weight chains, respectively.
his material has an Mw similar to that of PS648 Styron and hence
he difference in the two materials is the molecular weight distri-
ution. In all cases molecular weights were determined using gel
ermeation chromatography (GPC).

.2. Processing experiments

A Cambridge multi-pass rheometer (MPR) [27] was used for the
rocessing experiments and its application with an optical con-
guration has been previously described by a number of authors
see for example [25]). The MPR is a dual piston capillary-type
heometer designed for small quantities of material (∼10 g of poly-

er) and consists of three sections. The top and bottom sections

ontain reservoirs for the polymer material, servo hydraulically
riven pistons and pressure/temperature transducers. The midsec-
ion enables simultaneous pressure and optical measurements to

W

w
t

able 2
able of polydisperse material molecular weights.

abel Mw (g mol−1) Mn (g mol−1)

S4040930 348,100 115,100
S2 158k 292,000 145,900
S648 Styron 333,300 162,800
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14

e made and resembles a cube with holes in all six faces. The verti-
al faces accept a pair of stainless steel die inserts in one direction,
nd a pair of stress-free quartz windows in the other, while poly-
er flows through the top and bottom holes. All three sections are

urrounded by heating channels and insulation.
Five different geometries were used during this study

Figs. 1 and 2). Fig. 1 illustrates the first set of geometries
sed for the monodisperse studies, which consist of three
ontraction–expansion slit geometries with a length to width ratio
f order 1:1 and a contraction ratio 7:1. They have increasing lev-
ls of rounding at the slit corners with radii 0 mm (sharp corners),
.375 mm and 0.75 mm, and are labeled CE1, CE2 and CE3, respec-
ively. The fourth geometry used was similar to CE2, but with a
onger slit providing a length to width ratio ∼3.5:1, and is labeled
E4. The fifth geometry, labeled CE5, was a narrow CE slit with
contraction ratio of ∼14:1 and a length to width ratio of ∼12:1.

he corners were rounded with radii of 0.25 mm. These final two
eometries are shown in Fig. 2. All geometries create regions of high
imple shear near to the slit walls and extensional flow in the region
f the symmetry line in the inlet and outlet areas of the flow, the
mount of which depends upon material, temperature, geometry
nd flowrate.

For all the geometries used in this study, the material was
epeatedly passed through the midsection, from one reservoir to
he other and back again at different flowrates, allowing multiple
xperiments to be performed on one sample. Optical observation
f CE1–4 enabled interrogation of the entry and exit flow, together
ith flow within the slit. For CE5, only the entry or the exit could be

bserved at any one time in concert with flow within the slit. All the
eometries were 10 mm deep. While the aspect ratios of depth to
idth within the slit for CE1–4 and CE5 were ∼7:1 and 14:1, respec-

ively, equating approximately to two-dimensional flow [28], the
nlet and outlet have an aspect ratio of order 1. Three-dimensional
ow is expected in this region; however previous work has con-
luded that this three-dimensional effect may not have a great
mpact on the observed birefringence [29].

Stress-induced birefringence was captured using monochro-
atic polarised light with a wavelength of 514 nm, which passed

hrough the midsection and orthogonal analyzer before being cap-
ured using a digital video camera. Quarter wave plates were used
o eliminate the isoclinic extinction bands and leave only the stress-
elated isochromatic fringes.

The apparent wall shear rate used to characterise flow through
he CE slits was based on the solution for Newtonian flow through
nfinite parallel plates and is given as

˙ app = 6Q

w2d
= 6r2

p�Vp

w2d
(1)

here Q is the volumetric flowrate (mm3 s−1), w is the width of the
lit at its narrowest point, d is the depth of the slit (10 mm), rp is the
iston radius (mm) and Vp is the speed of the pistons (mm s−1).

The Weissenberg number is used to characterise the level of
e = �̇app� (2)

here � is either the chain stretch relaxation time, �R (also referred
o as the rouse time), or the orientation relaxation time, �d (also

Mw/Mn Mz (g mol−1) Mp (g mol−1)

3.025 656,900 363,600
2.0 494,100 248,800
2.05 541,600 307,900
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Fig. 1. Schematic outline of CE1–3.
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Fig. 2. Schematic outline of CE4–5. The bottom section of CE5 rep

eferred to as the reptation time). This provides two Weissenberg
umbers based on either chain stretch (We�R ) or orientation
We�d ).

. Results and discussion

.1. Downstream initiated instability for monodisperse
olystyrenes
A steady state flow induced birefringence (FIB) image of
OW1571 at 180 ◦C in CE2 is shown in Fig. 3. This pattern is

epresentative of those obtained for all the monodisperse mate-
ials in the geometries used in this work at low flowrates. The
atterns are asymmetric between the inlet and the outlet, simi-

(
b
a
t
r

s the continuation of the middle section either side of the insert.

ar to that previously reported [25], and the region of maximum
rincipal stress difference (PSD) is in the region of high shear
t the slit walls. Small stress fangs are observed at the outlet,
imilar to the transient fang structures seen for branched polyethy-
ene’s (see for example [30]), along with a “zero stress eye” at
he outlet similar to that previously reported for polyethylene
ow through a similar CE slit (see for example [31]). Upstream
f the slit “stress spikes” are observed, and these are seen as
agged stress contours, with the direction of the spikes seeming

but not always) to follow streamlines within the flow. They have
een previously observed in many materials and are caused by
n as yet un-defined inhomogeneity in the flow, possibly either
he result of shear heating or alien particles within the mate-
ial.
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ig. 3. FIB image of the steady state flow of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C through CE2 at an
pparent wall shear rate of 1.2 s−1. The width of the slit is ∼1.4 mm and the direction
f flow is from bottom to top.

For the processing and materials parameter space used in this
tudy, the three highest molecular weight materials (DUR500k,
OW1571 and DOW1570), were found to go unstable at higher
owrates. Although these instabilities are best viewed on video,
ig. 4 illustrates the form of the instability previously captured in
right field as a side to side oscillation in the flow [25]. The flow
as defined as having become unstable if a detectable change in

he stress pattern with time was observed after steady state was
chieved. While human interpretation of the results could lead to
rrors in defining whether or not a flow had become unstable, given
he high level of fringes and associated clarity of the image no

uitable computational technique for capturing unstable flows was
ossible.

The instability first occurs immediately downstream of the slit
utlet, and takes the form of an asymmetric time periodic dis-
urbance seen in region 1. The instability is most clearly seen in

i
t
s
f
b

ig. 4. FIB images of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C flowing through CE2, illustrating the nature of th
ownstream of the slit. A schematic (right) outlines the two local regions in which the
3.6 s−1, We�R = 1.61, We�d = 73.
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14

his region, where the disturbance is of an order half the width of
he slit, and it moves periodically towards the areas of high stress
ear the slit outlet corners. Over time it propagates back upstream
nd leads to time periodic disturbances being observed upstream
f the slit inlet, shown in region 2, similar to those seen in pre-
ious studies of polydisperse materials [15]. The FIB in the slit
tself is unresolved, however Laser Doppler Velocimetry measure-

ents indicate the flow oscillation also occurs within the slit region
tself.

Careful analysis of the instability development shows that the
scillations within the two separate regions are of the same fre-
uency and direction. This further suggests that the instability
ormation at the slit outlet subsequently dictates the upstream
nstability form and frequency. The frequency of oscillation, defined
s the inverse of the time taken for the “zero stress eye” to move
rom the right slit corner to the left and back again, is not constant,
nd varies over time. The instability observed is non-harmonic,
nd cannot be defined purely in terms of a single polymer time
cale, and is most probably the result of various processes occurring
imultaneously.

Previously reported instabilities (see for instance
10,11,15,19,20,24,32,33]) occur upstream of a contraction and
ropagate downstream with the flow. The authors are unaware
f any similar instability being reported elsewhere within the
iterature which begins downstream of a contraction–expansion.
ne difference between this and the previously cited work is the
efined no-slip boundary conditions at the outlet as opposed to
ree surface conditions. El Kissi et al. [32] reported downstream
harkskin extrusion instabilities at lower flowrates while observing
hat they termed “melt fracture” at higher rates. The “Sharkskin”

nstability forms at a similar location to the instability observed

n this work, and the introduction of slip at the walls was found
o eliminate “sharkskin” but not the melt fracture [10,32]. Initial
tudies in this geometry using a monodisperse polyisoprene have
ound that slip does not eliminate the instability, indicating its
ehaviour is similar to upstream melt fracture. It is possible that

e observed instability for (c and d) the whole field and (a and b) a zoomed in area
instabilities are observed. The slit width is ∼1.4 mm and apparent wall shear rate
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Fig. 5. Processing stability maps of the ratio of relaxation times (�d/�R) with respect
t
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Fig. 6. The development of the instability frequency as a function of apparent wall
shear rates for the all the materials observed to go unstable in CE2. The symbols
represent the mean value for the frequency and the error bars the standard deviation
around this mean. The frequency gradient was 0.02�̇ (DUR500k at 170 ◦C), 0.0114�̇
(DUR500k at 180 ◦C) and 0.0137�̇ (DOW1571 at 180 ◦C).
o (a) rouse time Weissenberg number and (b) reptation time Weissenberg number
or materials flowing through CE2. The open symbols represent stable flows and the
lack symbols represent flow conditions under which instabilities were observed.
rror bars have been omitted for clarity.

n the absence of a downstream free surface, melt fracture occurs
rst in the region of high elongation at the slit exit rather than in
he upstream extensional flow before the slit.

Collis et al. [34] have previously prescribed three regimes within
flow of this type:

1) We�d < 1, We�R < 1, linear response.
2) We�d > 1, We�R < 1, orientating flow without chain stretch.
3) We�d > 1, We�R > 1, orientating flow with chain stretch.

Instabilities were previously observed deep within regime 3
25,34] for monodisperse polystyrenes, although the critical val-
es of We�d and We�R for instability formation were not identified.
ig. 5 outlines the results of various experiments performed using
E2 as stability maps of molecular weight (represented as the
atio of the reptation and rouse times, �d/�R) against both rouse
ime Weissenberg number (We�R ) and reptation time Weissenberg

umber (We�d ). If one of the relaxation times is the critical fac-
or in the formation of the instability, all the materials would
o unstable at a single critical Weissenberg number indepen-
ent of their molecular weight. Operating conditions were such
hat We�R and We�d were varied over the ranges 0.25–36 and

Fig. 7. The results presented in Fig. 5 scaled with respect to (a) the rouse time and
(b) reptation time.
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to go unstable under the flow conditions investigated would be
the low constraints placed by individual molecules on adjacent
chains.
ig. 8. Visual comparison of the observed instability for DOW1571 at 180 ◦C at the
he slit width is ∼1.4 mm. Apparent wall shear rate 4.8 s−1, We�R = 1.61, and We�d

0–190, respectively. An increase in molecular weight (Mw) led to
n increase in �d/�R, which varied over the range 4.5–49.6. The
aterials were found to go unstable within regime 3, at flowrates

quivalent to We�R above 1.1 (DOW1571), 1.3 (DUR500k) and 3.5
DOW1570), and We�d above 45.7 (DOW1571), 68.9 (DUR500k)
nd 81.5 (DOW1570). For this CE slit, it is clear that when insta-
ilities are observed, they are seen only within the third regime.
owever, a flow within this regime is not guaranteed to be unsta-
le and there is no critical Weissenberg number based on either
he chain stretch or orientation relaxation time. For the lower Mw

aterials, instabilities are not observed up to We�R = 35, and thus
here is a molecular weight dependence on the instability forma-
ion. The highest Mw material, DUR500K, required larger flowrates
efore flow instabilities were observed than the slightly lower Mw

OW1571. This trend was also observed at 200 ◦C [35], and may be
ue to the method of material manufacture. While the instabilities
ccur for We�R > 1, which suggests that the instability formation
s a result of chain stretch, the process is obviously more com-
lex than this. The onset of the instability downstream of the
lit indicates that both orientation and stretch are required. The
pplication of stretch to the molecules within extensional flow at
he slit outlet, after their orientation within the shear flow near
he walls of the slit, seems to be a possible trigger for the initial

nstability. Numerical studies based on the linear stability anal-
sis of the ROLIE-POLY model [36] found a similar instability for
E2, the onset of which was observed by either increasing molec-
lar weight of the material (represented by �R/�d) or reducing
he amount of constraint release. Based on these findings, one

F
W
b
s

tlet for (a and b) CE1, (c and d) CE2 and (e and f) CE3 over an instability half cycle.

ossible reason for the failure of either DOW1569 or DOW1568
ig. 9. Rouse time normalised instability frequency against increasing rouse time
eissenberg number for DOW1571 at 180 ◦C in CE1–3. In this the error bars have

een omitted for clarity although they are of the same order of magnitude as those
hown in Fig. 6.
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While no clear trend can be observed for instability formation
s a function of flowrate and Weissenberg number, Fig. 5 does pro-
ide a parameter space in which further work can focus for the
rediction of this phenomenon.

The relationship between the frequency of oscillation shown in
ig. 4 and the apparent wall shear rate in the slit is given in Fig. 6
or the three materials which showed the instability. The oscilla-
ions were non-harmonic, and are represented in the figure as a
oint (mean value) and error bars (representing the standard devi-
tion of all the oscillations over the course of an experiment). It is
bserved that for all the materials there is an almost linear rela-
ionship between the average frequency of the instability and the
pparent shear rate at the slit wall, with increasing frequency for
ncreasing shear rates. However, this relationship does seem to be
ifferent for each material and temperature. These results differ
rom those previously reported for upstream instabilities in poly-

isperse materials flowing through contraction geometries, where
he frequency was independent of flowrate [15,19,20]. In the exper-
ments reported here the instability forms just outside the slit exit,

here there is little possibility for an increase in the amplitude
f oscillation given the constraint imposed by the slit walls. This

u
o
a
b
o

ig. 10. FIB images of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C through CE4, illustrating the nature of the in
scillation from left to right. (a and b) Apparent wall shear rate ∼2.9 s−1, We�R ∼ 1, We�d

idth is ∼1.4 mm and the inset images are magnified views of the slit outlet. Direction of
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14 7

ay be the reason for the increased frequency observed in this
ork, and the increased amplitude of oscillation seen elsewhere

15,19,20].
The normalised instability frequency (frequency multiplied by

haracteristic time) plotted against increasing Weissenberg num-
er using both rouse and reptation time for the three materials
xhibiting instabilities is shown in Fig. 7. If the instability mech-
nism is a result of either orientation or chain stretch then for
similar Weissenberg number the normalised frequency should

e the same independent of material. Both graphs in Fig. 7 clearly
llustrate a trend of increasing frequency with increasing We�R and

e�d . This is different to previously reported results [20] where the
requency was found to be proportional to the inverse rouse time.

ithin the scatter of the data (caused by the non-harmonic nature
f the instability) a rough linear trend, independent of material, can
e seen for both processes. However, from the data presented it is

nlikely that one linear relationship can be used to describe the
scillation behaviour of the instability in different materials. While
n obvious trend is evident it is difficult to ascertain whether one,
oth or neither relaxation mechanism is dominant in the formation
f the observed instability.

stability for two sequential times (left and right) ∼3 s apart which represent one
∼ 46 (c and d) apparent wall shear rate ∼3.6 s−1, We�R ∼ 1.3, We�d ∼ 57. The slit

flow is from bottom to top.
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.2. Effect of slit rounding on processing instabilities of
onodisperse polystyrene

Increasing the level of rounding between CE1–3 changes the
ow profile leading into and out of the slit, reducing both the
xtension rate along the centre line and the time during which
he material experiences the maximum shear rate within the slit.
he flow of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C was evaluated to identify the
ffect that these changes had on the form and formation of the
nstability.

The instability was seen to take the same form for all three
eometries, beginning initially downstream at the outlet of the slit
nd propagating upstream over time. Fig. 8 shows the FIB pattern
or the downstream instability observed for all three geometries at
he two maximum positions of deviation from symmetric flow for

e�R = 1.61. In all three cases the oscillation downstream of the
lit have similar amplitude.
Fig. 9 shows the instability oscillation frequency against increas-
ng We�R for the three geometries, and highlights the increased
owrates required for the formation of the instability as the level
f slit rounding is increased. These results are similar to previous
ork on low angle contractions for polydisperse materials [15] and

o
v
m
p
t

ig. 11. Magnified FIB images of the flow of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C through CE4, illustrating
ime is 89.3 s after start of flow and (b) 92 s after start of flow. The slit width is ∼1.4 mm a
rom bottom to top.
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14

how that instability formation in monodisperse and polydisperse
aterials react in a similar manner to this change in geometry. In

oth cases a reduction in the velocity gradients at the contraction
nlet, for equivalent flowrates, lead to an increase in the flowrate
equired to obtain flow instabilities. As the rounding increases
owards order the slit length, the material is subjected to the defor-

ation rates used to characterise the flow for less time, and so
his result is expected. What is less obvious is why an increase
n oscillation frequency is observed with increasing rounding, also
eported for the polydisperse case [15]. The rounded geometries
ead to more gradual velocity gradients towards the slit inlet and
ence lower deformation rates, which leads to lower stresses. Given
he results shown in Fig. 9, the interplay between deformation
nd relaxation taking place for a polymer molecule in increasingly
ounded slits would be expected to occur on a longer time scale
han for the high deformations associated with CE1. This is not the
ase and the dynamic mechanism responsible for the instabilities

bserved in this and other work [15] is more complex. These obser-
ations may provide an insight to help understand the instability
echanism, and link the instabilities in monodisperse polystyrenes

resented here to those previously reported in polydisperse sys-
ems.

the nature of the instability for the lowest shear rate at which it was observed. (a)
nd apparent wall shear rate ∼1.9 s−1, We�R ∼ 0.67, We�d ∼ 30. Direction of flow is
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.3. Effect of slit length on processing instabilities of
onodisperse polystyrenes

To further evaluate the effect of geometry on the form and for-
ation of the instability observed in the monodisperse materials,

xperiments were performed on all the DOW materials in CE4.
his has the same slit entrance and exit geometry as CE2, but the
ength of the slit is increased from 1.5 to 5 mm. Thus material flow-
ng through this geometry will experience the same extensional
ffects at the inlet and outlet but will be subjected to the maximum
hear rate in the slit for longer times. Fig. 10 illustrates the form of
he instability observed in DOW1571 at 180 ◦C at two successive
owrates where the instability was clearly seen during the experi-
ent. The instability takes the same general form as that observed

n CE1–3, with an asymmetric time periodic disturbance seen in
oth the slit outlet and upstream regions of the flow.

As in the previous geometries, the instability is most obviously
bserved around the “zero stress eye” region of the slit outlet, high-
ighted in the white boxes within Fig. 10. Close observation of the
ideo footage also shows that over time the same disturbance is
bserved in the upstream region of the flow. While the two sepa-
ate regions were of the same frequency and direction for CE1–3,
his was not found to be the case with CE4. While the frequency was
bserved to be the same, the direction of oscillation between the
lit outlet and upstream region was found to vary between being in
nd 180◦ out of phase, depending upon the flowrate. An example
f this can be observed in Fig. 10(c) and (d). Streaks, which follow
treamlines, are observed within this flow and can be used to follow
he flow behaviour. In the left image the material flows into the slit
redominantly from the left hand side, before flowing to the right
and wall of the slit approximately half way through the slit. It then
ows back to the left hand wall of the slit close to the exit and finally
ows out of the slit with a bias towards the right hand side of the
utlet. The opposite is seen in the right hand image.

Unlike in the case of CE1–3, the PSD within the slit itself, in
egions away from the wall, is resolvable. Fig. 11 shows two images,
aken at sequential times for the flow of DOW1571 at 180 ◦C, at
he lowest flowrate for which the instability is seen. The instability
t this flowrate is very slight, and the “zero stress eye” moves only
arginally within the region of the slit outlet. Movement of the PSD

attern is also seen in the region along the symmetry line, where
t oscillates slightly from side to side along the length of the slit,
imilar to the streak lines observed in the bottom images of Fig. 10.
t is difficult to ascertain which of these two oscillations occurs first,
nd so it is not possible to state with certainty the formation point
or the observed instability.

Similar processing maps to those shown in Fig. 5 are presented
n Fig. 12 for the flow of the four DOW materials through CE4. The
ncreased slit length of CE4 would have the following effect on any

aterial flowing through it when compared to the same flow rate
hrough CE2: (1) although the extension rate along the centre line
s the same in both geometries, in the case of CE2 the geometry
s comparable to an orifice plate. As soon as the material is extended
long the direction parallel to the flow by the contraction, it is then
ubject to extension in the direction perpendicular to flow due to
he outlet, augmenting the relaxation of material extended in the
ow direction. CE4 does not have this feature due to the increased
lit length, and there is less relaxation promoted by the outlet flow,
nd hence the possibility of enhanced material extension within
he slit. (2) For equivalent apparent wall shear rates, the duration

f time in which the material within the slit is subjected to the
aximum shear rate at the wall is proportional to the slit length.
s CE4 is over three times longer than CE2, the material is subject

o the maximum shear rate and resultant deformation for a much
onger time.

o
t
d
i
i

aterials flowing through CE4. The open symbols represent stable flows and the
lack symbols represent flow conditions under which instabilities were observed.
rror bars have been omitted for clarity.

For the two materials that went unstable in the shorter slit, com-
arison between Figs. 5 and 12 show that the flow was also seen
o go unstable in the longer slit, but at lower flowrates. For equiv-
lent flowrates, the increased deformation caused by the longer
lit length causes higher strains within the material, and hence
rovides a route to unstable flow quicker than in CE1–3. This is
similar result to that found elsewhere for polydisperse materi-

ls [24], although here the difference was attributed to a difference
n upstream reservoir volume. The upstream volume in the MPR
s the same in both cases, and these results indicate that the dif-
erence is instead due to the change in slit length. Comparison can
lso be made with the work of Allal et al. [8] who postulated that
he occurrence of the sharkskin instability was related by capillary
ength and hence level of stored elastic energy.

DOW1571 is seen to go unstable within regime 2, where We�R <
, and indicates that the requirement of a chain stretching flow
haracterised by the Weissenberg number is not necessary for
nstabilities to form. Given the previous conclusion that pre-
rientation of the material is necessary for instability onset prior

o molecular stretch, it is not surprising that establishing a greater
egree of orientation for the same flow rate triggers the instabil-

ty once the stretching flow at the slit outlet corner is reached. It
s unclear which of the two flow modifications highlighted above
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ead to this critical increase in material deformation, as it is feasible
hat either or both is responsible. Further studies with a third slit
ength would be required to isolate the effects of (1) and (2) and
rovide an answer to which flow modification creates conditions

n which the instability occurs.
As in Fig. 5, Fig. 12 illustrates that as �d/�R decreases, an

ncreased rate of deformation is required to observe instabilities
n the materials. There is also no obvious critical dependence on
he observation of instability with respect to either the rouse or
eptation normalised Weissenberg number.

.4. Pressure drop at instability onset in monodisperse
olystyrene

Although in previous work with extruded systems [15,20,32],
he onset of flow instabilities was seen to coincide with a change in
he slope of the pressure drop against flowrate curve this was not
een for the monodisperse materials. Neither was a single critical
ressure drop observed, above which all the materials go unstable.
he critical values at which instabilities were observed are given in
ig. 13 for: materials at the same temperature in CE4, Fig. 13(a), the

ame material at different temperatures, Fig. 13(b), materials with
he same orientation relaxation time (�d), Fig. 13(c), and materials
ith the same chain stretch relaxation time (�R), Fig. 13(d).

For materials at roughly the same temperature (there is 1 ◦C
etween the two materials), Fig. 13(a), an increase in molecular

p

s
p
s

ig. 13. Graph illustrating the pressure drop across CE2 (triangle) and CE4 (circle) at the
he relaxation time ratio (�d/�R). The critical values are given for (a) materials at the same
ith the same orientation relaxation time (�d) and (d) materials with the same chain stre
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14

eight leads to a reduction in the critical pressure drop for the
nset of instabilities. This is expected, molecules which are sub-
ected to a greater degree of constraint by neighbouring molecules
hould go unstable sooner. However, these results differ from pre-
iously reported results using polydisperse linear PDMS [20] where
he critical pressure drop was found to increase with a reduction
n molecular weight. Fig. 13(b) shows that for the same material,
n increase in temperature leads to a reduction in pressure drop.
his is a similar trend to that observed elsewhere in the extrusion
f polydisperse systems [15], although an explanation is not readily
pparent.

If �d is kept constant, shown in Fig. 13(c), a reduction in �R (i.e.
n increase in molecular weight) results in a lower critical pressure
rop for both geometries. In Fig. 13(d), for the same �R, increas-

ng �d (represented here as the increasing ratio of the two time
cales) results in lower critical pressure drop. These both illustrate
he importance that decoupling the two relaxation times has on the
ormation of the instabilities. Materials with a large gap between �R
nd �d will go unstable at lower critical pressures. The subsequent
ncrease in pressure drop seen for the highest molecular weight

aterial is, like the discrepancy in critical Weissenberg number,

ossibly due to the method of manufacture.

Comparison between CE2 and CE4 in the various plots in Fig. 13
hows that an increase in slit length leads to an increase in the
ressure drop required to observe flow instabilities. The conclu-
ion drawn from this is that some of the pressure drop within the

onset of the instability against the molecular weight of the materials as defined by
temperature in CE4, (b) the same material at different temperatures, (c) materials
tch relaxation time (�R). In all cases the critical pressure drop error is ±0.5 bar.
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Fig. 14. FIB images of the steady state flow of PS648 Styron at 180 ◦C through CE5.
(a) Exit of the slit and (b) upstream of the slit. Both images were taken at a time after
flow start up when no change in the PSD pattern was observed for an apparent wall
shear rate of 15.4 s−1. The time between passes was chosen such that the material
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as observed to completely relax on the local scale (no residual birefringence) before
he next run was made. The slit width is ∼0.7 mm and the direction of flow is from
ottom to top.

ow does not lead directly to stresses which cause the instability to
evelop. As most of the pressure drop is within the slit, this would

ndicate that while the shear within the slit is a pre-requisite to
nable the instability to develop, it is not the critical factor. The
nstability is formed by the extensional flow at the outlet, and this
bservation leads to the conclusion that, as indicated in the bire-
ringence results in Section 3.1, the instability forms first at the slit
utlet.

.5. Processing of polydisperse polystyrene in various geometries

A polydisperse material used in previous instabilities studies
15,24] was used to see if a similar instability to that observed for
he monodisperse materials could be reproduced using the MPR.

hile instabilities were not observed in CE2, they were in the nar-
ower CE5 and Fig. 14 shows the steady state PSD profile through

E5 at an apparent wall shear rate of 15.4 s−1. Given the length of
he slit within the MPR, only one inlet/outlet was visible at any one
ime, and two successive passes were carried out to capture the
tress leading into and out of the slit. Both the inlet and outlet pat-

r
i
t
s

able 3
he times at which instabilities were first observed for PS648 Styron in CE5 for both the u
he instability is not observed in the inlet of the slit. The experiment has finished before
xperiment is less than the instability mechanism itself within the upstream region.

emperature (◦C) Apparent wall shear rate (s−1)

180 192
170 115
170 135
170 192
170 240
Fluid Mech. 157 (2009) 1–14 11

erns are typical for polydisperse polystyrene through slit flow (see
or example [25]). Comparing Fig. 14 to the steady state profile for
OW1571, shown in Fig. 3, the only difference is the absence of the

mall stress fangs at the slit outlet.
Although the previous study [15] had observed instabilities at

igh apparent wall shear rates within a slit at 180 ◦C, due to the
mall amounts of material used in the MPR it was not possible
o run at these rates for long enough to observe unstable flow.
o fully observe the instabilities the temperature was reduced to
70 ◦C (increasing the viscoelasticity of the material and its corre-
ponding relaxation times). Two successive images are presented
n Fig. 15 outlining the form of the instability observed in CE4 for
he outlet of the slit (Fig. 15(a) and (b)) and the inlet to the slit
Fig. 15(c) and (d)). It is most clearly shown in the slit outlet, where
he “zero stress eye” is seen to move from left to right. This is similar
o that seen for the monodisperse materials and leads to the con-
lusion that in this instance the instability is the same as that for
he monodisperse materials in CE1–4. This, and the effect of curva-
ure on the frequency outlined in Fig. 9, links the instabilities seen
n monodisperse materials to that of both [15,25]. It is therefore
lausible that the mechanism is the same in all three cases. Any pre-
ictive tools used to model the monodisperse case (see for example
36]) should accurately capture the instability mechanism present
n both the monodisperse and polydisperse polystyrene, allowing a
irect insight into instabilities which occur in industrially relevant
ows.

To further validate this conclusion, the onset times of the flow
nstability were recorded for each instance where unstable flow
as observed, and are shown in Table 3.

The comparison of the instability onset time at both the inlet
nd outlet for the polydisperse material show that the instability
s consistently seen earlier in the flow downstream, at the slit out-
et, than upstream. The trend is the same as that observed for the

onodisperse materials.

.6. Processing of polydisperse polystyrenes

Fig. 16 shows processing stability maps in CE5 for the three
olystyrenes; PS648, PS2 158k and PS4040930, against time and
owrate.

A comparison between PS648 Styron and PS2 158k illustrates
hat an increase in molecular weight (Mw) reduces the process-
bility of the material, and increases the likelihood of observing
nstable flow. PS648 Styron goes unstable at lower flowrates than
S2 158k, and the temperature had to be dropped down to 160 ◦C
or PS2 158k before instabilities were observed. This is the same
rend observed for the monodisperse materials, where for similar
D an increase in molecular weight leads to a decrease in flowrates
equired for instability formation.
oughly equivalent Mw, show that an increase in polydispersity
ncreases the processability of the material. At temperatures down
o 160 ◦C the flow was still observed to remain stable. This is
imilar to previous observations where the addition of a low Mw

pstream and slit outlet region. For �̇ ∼ 115 and 240 s−1 and a temperature of 170 ◦C
the instability has time to propagate upstream and thus the transient time of the

Outlet onset time (s) Inlet onset time (s)

6.68 7.25
18.7 Not observed to go unstable
11.3 14.2
8.3 9.5
6.8 Not observed to go unstable
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Fig. 15. FIB images of flow of PS648 Styron at 170 ◦C through CE4, illustrating the nature of the instability at times approximately 15 s and 16 s after the start of flow. (a and
b) The outlet to the slit and (c and d) the inlet to the slit. The slit width is ∼0.7 mm and the apparent wall shear rate ∼135 s−1. The direction of flow is from bottom to top.

Fig. 16. Processing stability maps for (a) PS648 Styron, (b) PS2 158k and (c) PS4040930. The open symbols represent stable flows and the black symbols represent flow
conditions under which instabilities were observed. In all cases the error in temperature is ±1 ◦C.
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omponent aided the processability of both high Mw metallocene
atalysed polyethylene [37] and monodisperse polystyrene [25].

. Conclusions

This experimental study reports the form taken by instabilities
hat occur for both monodisperse and polydisperse polystyrenes
owing through a number of contraction–expansion slit geome-
ries. Expanding on previous observations using the bright field
echnique [25], it provides observations of the instability forma-
ion and is a potentially useful set of data for future computational

odeling focused on the prediction of such phenomena. Previ-
usly reported as an asymmetric time periodic disturbance, a more
etailed understanding of the mechanism is now presented using
ow induced birefringence. The instability takes the form of an
scillating flow perpendicular to the bulk flow, and is seen to orig-
nate at the slit outlet and propagate back upstream over time. For
he monodisperse materials, critical flowrates at which these highly
ailored materials became unstable were obtained. These were used
o create stability maps of Weissenberg numbers against material

olecular weight in relation to both orientation (�d) and chain
tretch (�R) relaxation times. For a short slit, no single critical Weis-
enberg number was found, although as in other work [25] all the
aterials that went unstable did so in the chain stretch, chain ori-

ntation regime. Similarly, no universal critical pressure drop was
ound that triggered the onset of the flow instabilities. However, a
rend of increasing susceptibility to unstable flow with increasing

olecular weight was observed, where for higher molecular weight
aterials lower shear rates and pressure drops were required to

rigger an unstable flow. Unlike in other work with different materi-
ls [15,20] a comparison of the instability frequency to Weissenberg
umbers showed an approximately linear relationship to exist.

An increase in slit rounding had no effect on the form of the
nstability, but did lead to an increase in the required flowrate for
nstabilities to occur. It also led to an increase in instability fre-
uency at equivalent flowrates, seen elsewhere for polydisperse
olystyrenes [15]. Lengthening the slit led to instabilities at lower
eissenberg numbers and the flow was seen to go unstable in

he no chain stretch, chain orientation regime, where previously
o instabilities were observed [34]. Conversely, higher pressure
rops were required to promote unstable flow. The reduced criti-
al flowrates and increased critical pressure drop required with the
ncrease in slit length indicates that both orientation and stretch
re required for the formation of the instability. Pre-orientation of
he material within the high shear region of the slit is necessary
efore chain stretch at the slit outlet due to extension.

Comparison of the critical pressure drop for various flow con-
itions found that an increase in molecular weight or temperature

ead to a reduction in the critical pressure drop for the onset of
nstabilities. Comparing polymer relaxation times, material with a
arge gap between �R and �d (i.e. higher molecular weight) were
ound to go unstable at lower critical pressures.

Instabilities in polydisperse materials were found to take the
ame general form as that seen for the monodisperse materials but
ccurred at higher shear rates. It is concluded from this observa-
ion that the underlying instability mechanism for both is the same.
his link allows model systems such as those presented here to be
odeled computationally to gain an understanding into the mecha-

isms taking place in more complex industrially relevant materials.
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